Introduction
Many quantities in lattice field theory need to be renormalised in order to have meaningfull results in the continuum limit. This is in particular the case of the Kaon Bag Parameter B K which is here used as our sandbox, while our procedure can be applied to many other observables. Following the Rome-Southampton strategy, we perform this renormalisation non-perturbatively. However, this non-perturbative renormalisation (NPR) has at some point to be matched with the perturbative renormalisation used for Wilson coefficients and the whole phenomenology. The slow convergence of the pertubative series at lattice scales introduces large systematic errors, which are by far the dominant ones in the case of B K .
This work proposes a step-scaling strategy in dedicated ensembles to explore higher energies and therefore reduce the truncation errors. Since those energies lie beyond the charm mass we have to use N f = 2 + 1 + 1 ensembles, and matching our 2 + 1 low-energy results with the 2 + 1 + 1 stepscaling requires a careful treatment of the charm threshold. One could fear that the slow running of α s would make this approach hopeless at a fixed order of perturbation theory, unable to compete with the speed of improvement of the other errors. We will show that it is not the case.
Using the good statistical properties and low cost (compared to generating new ensembles) of our Green functions with four-volume sources, we also experiment new fitting strategies to try to extract as much information as possible from the various quantities we can build. As we probe energy ranges which have never been studied so far, we primarily focus on testing the potential of our new method designed for this new energy range. All the results given here, based on new Möbius Domain Wall Fermion ensembles of the RBC-UKQCD collaboration, are still preliminary.
RI/MOM schemes
The RI/MOM schemes are based on a simple renormalisation condition which is well-defined both on the lattice and in continuum perturbation theory: starting from an amputated Green function Γ we define the renormalisation factor Z such that we recover the tree-level expression through
The projectors P can be chosen arbitrarily and contribute to the unique definition of the scheme, while the momenta flowing into Γ also set a renormalisation scale.
In particular we will use the RI/SMOM γ µ and RI/SMOM / q schemes which are defined by the momentum pattern of Fig. 1 and the following projectors for 2-point and 4-point functions:
In the case of B K we are interested in the ratio Z B K = Z VV +AA /Z 2 A , which combines the renormalisation factors of the four-quark and two-quarks operators involved in this B K ratio [3] .
Once this Non-Perturbative Renormalisation has been performed, one can compute the continuum limit of the renormalised matrix elements in the RI/SMOM schemes. It is then usually Figure 1 : In symmetric non-exceptional schemes, momenta are chosen such that p 2 1 = p 2 2 = (p 1 − p 2 ) 2 , which leads to some momentum q (or 2q) flowing through the operator and ensures that no partial sum of the momenta cancels out. The chiral properties and the convergence of the perturbative series are therefore improved.
converted to MS at the end of the process, which introduces some perturbative errors but does not need us to worry about lattice perturbation theory. Alternatively, B K is often expressed in a Renormalisation Group Invariant (RGI) form which absorbs the 1-loop perturbative running:
Step-scaling and parametrisation of Z While those Z depend on all the details of each lattice (choice of action, breaking of hypercubic symmetry, . . . ), the step-scaling function [5] has an universal limit in the continuum. Up to discretisation effects included in d a ∼ 1,
In this work we explore the possibilities of parametrisation of d a in order to keep those discretisation errors under control to larger scales. This approach has already been successfully followed in [2] based on lattice perturbation theory but here we try a simpler and more general method. We can indeed notice that, in the chiral limit and once we've fixed the momenta orientations, the perturbative expressions has to be of the form
Replacing the bare coupling g b by a boosted coupling
which has negligible discretisation error as long as it is associated with scale-setting from a lowenergy observable, we see that most of the discretisation terms should depend on ap for hard on-shell amplitudes (p becomes the only physically relevant scale). The g * running only brings a logarithmically slow dependence on a. This justifies our hope to find information about the discretisation effects in the p dependence of each Z a . At lower scales the series blows up, while in practice Z(p) acquires a strong curvature. But for reasonably large scales we expect to be able to Taylor expand the discretisation effect in terms of a finite number of fit parameters:
The addition of terms in a instead of ap makes this expansion even more general than Eq. 3.2, and can have as main origins non-zero mass and non-pertubative effects, which are expected to be rather small. The dominant term should be α(ap) 2 when we push to moderately high scales. Those parameters describing d a are actually direction-dependent because of symmetry breaking. It is then interesting, instead of fixing the direction once for all, to look at those ratios between momenta of different directions (but same norm):
In particular, in the continuum the Lorentz symmetry is restored and this ratio goes to 1. Any fitting model or result incompatible with this universality constraint would have to be discarded. Finally, let us now look at something similar when we combine two different lattices:
Once again the running has been eliminated and this ratio only consists of discretisation errors, up to a constant. This contains the information we would use if we just performed one separate continuum extrapolation for every p. It has a straightforward interpretation but having enough lattice spacings to check our scaling is much more expensive than having different momenta, and moreover its signal gets spoiled by relatively large uncertainties, mainly from scale-setting. Our strategy will consist in adding in a global fit a large selection of those different kinds of ratios, so that we combine their advantages, both in terms of numerical signal and in terms of the number of constraints to test our model.
Strategy for the charm quark
The RI/SMOM are massless schemes and the conversion factors are only known in such a framework. However, in practice both the lattice and the physical world have non-zero masses. For the light quark this just gets solved by extrapolating our lattice results to the chiral limit. For the charm quark we have to make sure that all the limits are taken in the correct order, since the charm threshold is in the middle of our Rome-Southampton window and the intermediate massive scheme goes from an effective N f = 2 + 1 massless theory to an effective N f = 2 + 1 + 1 massless theory.
For an operator O whose matrix element has been determined on a N f = 2 + 1 lattice and normalised at a scale µ 1 , we can write , nor that µ 1 is small enough to be immune to small changes of m c , and we used our single light-m c ensemble to bound the systematics introduced:
Results
We present our N f = 2 + 1 + 1 ensembles in Tab. 1. Amongst the three ensembles included in our global fit, two of them have Green functions computed for orientations I and II and the β = 5.77 only has orientation I, with those orientations being:
We consider all the possible ratios between those ensembles and orientations, which are ploted in Fig. 2 . For ratios of different ensemble we have to slightly interpolate to common physical p 2 , which degrades the error bars. The ratios of two different orientations, on the other hand, show very tiny errors bars and let us clearly see the p 2 dependence of those discretisation effects, which is almost entirely an (ap) 2 dependence. Before even trying the global fit we can check that at a given a −1 the discretisation errors are well described by a linear term in (ap) 2 until (ap) 2 ∼ 1.5, and by parabolas including (ap) 4 terms until (ap) 2 ∼ 3. For (ap) 2 > 3 the discretisation errors explode (compared to our tiny error bars) and no higher monomials can save the fits, we therefore cut the data to this point before sending it to the global fit. For our finest ensemble it corresponds to a cut at 7.4 GeV, while limiting ourself to (ap) 2 terms would led us around 5 GeV, in coherence with the typical values of (ap) 2 used in the past for coarser lattices [1] . The global fit shows satisfying χ 2 1 for both schemes. Once we use the resulting fit parameters to subtract the discretisation error of the step-scaling (Fig. 3) , the absence of residual dependence on the lattice spacing and the momentum orientation, surprisingly even up to 9 GeV, is another evidence of the success of our fit. Additionally, this subtraction brings the RI/SMOM / q step-scaling much closer to its 1-loop expression, with the difference being barely significant.
Conclusion
Using both finer lattices and a more involved analysis, we have been able to raise the scale from 3 GeV to 5 GeV and explore even higher. It appears 6 − 7 GeV is sufficient to bring the two Table 1 : N f = 2 + 1 + 1 ensembles used in this analysis. We put in boldface the masses of the main ensembles, which are included in the global fit. The role of the other ensembles is currently limited to estimating the systematics, while we eventually want a massless extrapolation. The values of lattice spacings, obtained through Wilson flow, are still preliminary. In the last two columns we translate in physical units the typical cut-off which has shown to be necessary for order a 2 (resp. a 4 ) fits to only introduce substatistical systematics. Figure 2 : All those ratios should be constant up to discretisation effects. The data is so close to the fit result (brown) that the latter is barely visible. One can see the curvature on several curves at (ap) 2 ∼ 1.5, which gives us sensitivity to the (ap) 4 terms which we may begin to include in our fits, particularly in RI/SMOM γ µ .
intermediate schemes into statistical agreement and thus vastly reduce the perturbative error. It also led to interesting comparison of the runnings between our two scheme: while they finally converge, the convergence is much faster for RI/SMOM / q . This is therefore bringing us new knowledge to better estimate the truncation error of our previous works at 3 GeV, which up to now was strongly overestimated, even though that is not something we could have assumed a priori before having this new data at higher scales. Finally, our preliminary results are supported both by the convergence of the two schemes and by the several constraints included in the global fit, paving the way for a much stronger check that what has been done in the past at a fixed momentum. However, several sources of systematics are not fully under control in those preliminary results, each contributing to the per-mile level. The main one is probably the dependence on m c , where new data has to be generated. Then the scale-setting could be changed by a non-negligible overall factor as we have not yet corrected the m l dependence of the continuum limit of w 0 . Finally, K and a perfect convergence between the two intermediate schemes, within our error bars (systematic errors of up to a few per-mile have to been added to these preliminary numbers). Note that the p 2 > 50 GeV 2 region of this plot is only shown for the curiosity of the reader, and is not included in the global fit. An other point worth noting is that the four-flavour RGI does not theoretically have to converge with the three-flavour RGI in any way. the finite volume effects are expected to be negligible but we do not have an indisputable proof.
The physical reach of this B K preliminary result is actually limited by the fact the error on B K is already much smaller than on the other experimental and phenomenological inputs of ε K . But the quality of B K could also be seen as encouragement to tackle those new issues, and renormalisation will continue to be a question of fundamental interest. Additionally this strategy can be applied to many other operators, in particular other four-quark operators entering in "SUSY B K " and K → ππ.
